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ABSTRACT
Using Hubble Space Telescope Cosmic Origins Spectrograph observations of 89 QSO sightlines through the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey footprint, we study the relationships between C IV absorption systems and the properties of
nearby galaxies, as well as the large-scale environment. To maintain sensitivity to very faint galaxies, we restrict
our sample to < <z0.0015 0.015, which deﬁnes a complete galaxy survey to  *L L0.01 or stellar mass
* M M108 . We report two principal ﬁndings. First, for galaxies with impact parameter r < r1 vir, C IV detection
strongly depends on the luminosity/stellar mass of the nearby galaxy. C IV is preferentially associated with
galaxies with * >M M10 ;9.5 lower-mass galaxies rarely exhibit signiﬁcant C IV absorption (covering fraction= -+f 9 %C 612 for 11 galaxies with * <M M109.5 ). Second, C IV detection within the * >M M109.5 population
depends on environment. Using a ﬁxed-aperture environmental density metric for galaxies with ρ<160 kpc at
<z 0.055, we ﬁnd that -+57 %1312 (8/14) of galaxies in low-density regions (regions with fewer than seven> *L L0.15 galaxies within 1.5 Mpc) have afﬁliated C IV absorption; however, none (0/7) of the galaxies in
denser regions show C IV. Similarly, the C IV detection rate is lower for galaxies residing in groups with dark
matter halo masses of >M M10halo 12.5 . In contrast to C IV, HI is pervasive in the circumgalactic medium without
regard to mass or environment. These results indicate that C IV absorbers with ( )  -Nlog C 13.5 cmIV 2 trace the
halos of * >M M109.5 galaxies but also reﬂect larger-scale environmental conditions.
Key words: galaxies: dwarf – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: groups: general – galaxies: halos – intergalactic
medium – quasars: absorption lines
1. INTRODUCTION
The interactions of galaxies over their lifetimes—with their
ambient gaseous surroundings, as well as with other galaxies—
are currently a subject of intensive scrutiny. Galaxies’ gaseous
halos, or circumgalactic media (CGM), serve as the mediators
of processes believed to enable ongoing star formation and
galaxies’ eventual quenching and/or transformation. For
example, feedback, the combined mechanisms that inject
energy and momentum into the interstellar medium of galaxies
and transport metal-enriched gas expelled by stars or active
galactic nuclei into their CGM and beyond (e.g., Springel &
Hernquist 2003; Martin 2005; Tremonti et al. 2007;
Oppenheimer & Davé 2008; Bordoloi et al. 2011), is central
to the galaxy formation and evolution paradigm. Galaxy
formation models that do not include outﬂows produce galaxies
with much higher stellar masses and star formation rates
(SFRs) than those observed (Davé et al. 2011; Vogelsberger
et al. 2013). Furthermore, these processes are required to enrich
the intergalactic medium (IGM) with metals to the observed
levels (Cen & Chisari 2011; Oppenheimer et al. 2012; Rahmati
et al. 2016), and this metal-enriched gas directly traces the
products of these feedback processes (Veilleux et al. 2005;
Oppenheimer & Davé 2006; Ford et al. 2013; Rubin
et al. 2014).
A galaxy’s reservoir for star formation is likely to be fed by
infalling gas from the IGM (Kereš et al. 2005; Dekel &
Birnboim 2006). This material, which is metal-poor relative to
the gas in the disk, has been fervently sought by observers over
nearly all wavelengths (e.g., Ribaudo et al. 2011; Kacprzak
et al. 2012; Rubin et al. 2012; Martin et al. 2015), but it is still
unclear how galaxies acquire gas and how the physical
conditions in the CGM mediate the fueling. Nevertheless, this
diffuse medium is most sensitively probed by absorption-line
spectroscopy of quasi-stellar objects (QSOs; Fumagalli
et al. 2011), revealing the imprint of neutral hydrogen (H I),
as well as heavy elements, in a variety of ionic states. While H I
has been shown to trace the halos of galaxies out to great
distances of ∼300 kpc and beyond (Morris et al. 1993; Tripp
et al. 1998; Chen et al. 2005; Prochaska et al. 2011), the
various metal-line transitions probe the physical conditions and
enrichment of the gas (Lehner et al. 2013; Meiring et al. 2013;
Werk et al. 2014).
Besides the internal processes mentioned above, galaxy
evolution critically depends on the galaxy environment. For
over half a century, galaxy clusters have been known to be
largely composed of red, early-type galaxies (e.g., Abell 1965)
and to be deﬁcient in neutral hydrogen (H I) (Davies &
Lewis 1973). As for a physical mechanism relating the cluster
environment to the dearth of H I, Gunn & Gott (1972) detailed
the process known as “ram pressure stripping” whereby the hot
intracluster medium can remove the gas from an infalling
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galaxy. Dressler (1980) showed that the presence of elliptical
and S0 galaxies increases with local galaxy density, indicating
that the degree by which the corresponding processes impact
galaxy morphology increases continuously for denser environ-
ments. Furthermore, Butcher & Oemler (1984) found that the
fraction of blue galaxies in clusters decreases from ~z 0.45 to
the present and that the spiral galaxies in ~z 0 clusters are
redder in color than ﬁeld spirals. More recently, phenomenol-
ogy in much less dense regimes has revealed relationships
between satellites and central galaxies in groups such that
passive satellites preferentially reside around passive centrals
and star-forming satellites tend to reside in groups with star-
forming centrals (Weinmann et al. 2006; Knobel et al. 2015),
an effect known as “galactic conformity.” This phenomenon
suggests a deeper, underlying causal relationship between
group galaxies and the larger dark matter halos in which they
reside. While the question naturally arises whether environ-
mental effects manifest in the CGM, research on the matter
(Tejos et al. 2012; Yoon & Putman 2013; Johnson
et al. 2014, 2015; Wakker et al. 2015; Finn et al. 2016) is in
its infancy.
Both theory and observations suggest that C IVabsorbers are
closely tied to galaxies. Based on a sample of 14 absorbers at
z<0.9, Chen et al. (2001) found that strong C IVabsorbers
( W 2001548 mÅ) tend to be found within ∼180 kpc of galaxies,
regardless of morphology or luminosity. Stocke et al. (2013)
found that the C IVsystems in their nine-absorber sample lie
within ∼250 kpc of galaxies at similar redshifts. In their
simulations, Ford et al. (2013) ﬁnd that nearly all detectable
C IVabsorption at z=0.25 occurs within 300 kpc of galaxies,
dropping precipitously at impact parameters r 250 kpc for
Mhalo= M1011 galaxies. The COS-Dwarfs survey (Bordoloi
et al. 2014) systematically characterized the C IV-enriched CGM
by targeting a sample of QSO sightline–galaxy pairs with a
range of carefully chosen galaxy characteristics, including stellar
mass  * M M M10 108 10 , r < 150 kpc, and speciﬁc star
formation rate (sSFR) spanning both star-forming and quiescent
galaxies. Among the key COS-Dwarfs results are the following:
an anticorrelation between ( )N C IV and impact parameter, with
no C IVabsorbers detected beyond 0.5 virial radii (rvir), and a
tentative correlation between ( )N C IV and sSFR. Liang & Chen
(2014) also report a dearth of C IVabsorbers beyond 0.7 rvir.
However, both the Bordoloi et al. (2014) and Liang & Chen
(2014) samples were selected to favor isolated galaxies, a key
difference from this work.
The work presented here leverages a blind survey of low-
redshift C IV absorbers as described in Burchett et al. (2015,
hereafter Paper II) to investigate the distribution of ionized
metal-enriched gas around galaxies down to * ~M M108 ,
how this distribution changes with host galaxy mass, and
whether the halos traced by C IV show effects of the large-scale
environment. The low redshifts of our sample presented in
Paper II cover the most recent 2 Gyr of cosmic time and enable
deep, high-resolution, multiwavelength studies of the galaxy
environments near the absorbers. At the lowest-redshift end of
our distribution ( z 0.01), the Sloan Digital Sky Survey9
(SDSS) is complete down to very faint galaxies ( ~ *L L0.01 ).
In previous studies, this completeness issue has been
perpetually problematic for associating the detected gas with
a host galaxy. At even moderate redshifts of z∼0.2, the
angular size scale of modest impact parameters becomes very
small and drastically complicates resolving individual galaxies
from one another and from the QSO. By focusing on the lowest
redshifts, we exploit the rich galaxy survey data provided by
the SDSS and the literature to achieve completeness to faint
dwarf galaxies and to begin to assess the relationship between
these objects and the absorbing clouds that are readily
detectable at all redshifts.
The paper is organized as follows: the sources of our
absorber and galaxy data, as well as the methods of deriving
measurements from them, are described in Section 2. We
present our analyses and results in Section 3 and discuss the
implications of our study in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes
the paper. For the reader interested in more information about
the large-scale environments analyzed in this work, we offer
sightline-centric maps of the galaxies in the Appendix.
2. DATA AND MEASUREMENTS
The sources of our data and measurements derived from
them are described below. Throughout the paper, we assume
nine-year Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (Hinshaw
et al. 2013) cosmology values, with =H 69.30 , W = 0.29m ,
and W =L 0.71. All stellar mass, halo mass, and star formation
rate calculations assume a Chabrier (2003) initial mass
function. Due to the low-redshift nature of our sample,
galaxy distances obtained from a pure Hubble ﬂow are very
sensitive to the gravitational effects of the Virgo Cluster, the
Shapley Supercluster, etc., on measured recession velocities.
Therefore, we correct for these effects as a function of object
position and redshift using the formalism of Mould et al.
(2000). These corrections typically result in impact para-
meters and masses that are within 10% of their uncorrected
values and are well within their uncertainties; however, ~5%
of objects in our galaxy survey data require distance
corrections >10% and may affect the mass calculation by
up to a factor of ∼2, comparable to the uncertainty of our
stellar mass calculations.
2.1. C IVAbsorber Sample and Redshift Criteria
The analyses herein most heavily employ the C IV absorber
sample from Paper II, which is a blind survey for C IV
absorbers within QSO spectra observed with the Hubble Space
Telescope Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (HST/COS) in the
COS-Halos (Werk et al. 2012; Tumlinson et al. 2013), COS-
Dwarfs (Bordoloi et al. 2014), and COS Absorption Survey of
Baryon Harbors (Tripp et al. 2011; Meiring et al. 2013)
programs. Spanning redshifts < <z0 0.16abs , the full sample
comprises 42 absorbers that were discovered in 89 sightlines.
Stemming from a blind survey, this absorber sample is free
from any galaxy association biases inherent in targeted galaxy/
absorber studies and indeed does not impose a priori that a
given absorber is associated with any galaxy at all.
For our analyses in this paper, the existing galaxy survey
data around these absorber sightlines (see Section 2.2) do not
have sufﬁcient spectroscopic completeness for galaxies over
the full –=z 0 0.16 range where C IV is covered by the high-
resolution COS gratings. Therefore, the two primary but
complementary analyses presented in this paper adopt redshift
limits commensurate with the requirements of each:
(1) A deﬁning objective of this series of papers is to surpass
the sensitivity of previous surveys to dwarf galaxies potentially9 http://skyserver.sdss3.org
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associated with C IV absorbers and assess the connection of
these faint dwarfs, undetected at higher redshifts, to the
absorbers. Thus, we ﬁrst examine absorber/galaxy associations
as a function of galaxy mass, where the mass range spans down
to an order of magnitude below the lowest mass where
circumgalactic C IV has been previously characterized by
galaxy-selected studies (Bordoloi et al. 2014; Liang &
Chen 2014). The median galaxy masses of the COS-Dwarfs
(Bordoloi et al. 2014) and Liang & Chen (2014) samples are
´ M2 109 and ´ M5 109 , respectively. Using the *M -abso-
lute r-band magnitude (r) relation derived by Liang & Chen
(2014) from the NASA-Sloan Atlas,10 a stellar mass of
´ M2 108 corresponds to  = -16.6r , approximately~ *L L0.01r (Blanton et al. 2003). Given its apparent
magnitude limit, the SDSS should be complete to galaxies of
this mass at z 0.015. Therefore, our absorber–galaxy mass
analysis adopts a redshift limit of z 0.015.
(2) Following on the results of Section 3.1.4, where we ﬁnd
an increased C IV detection rate for * >M M109.5 galaxies
over less massive galaxies, we then investigate the dependence
of CGM absorption on the larger environments of these
galaxies. Because we select the CGM/environmental analysis
sample on * >M M109.5 galaxies (corresponding to  -19r ), we expect spectroscopic completeness to these
galaxies over the full redshift range of the NASA-Sloan Atlas.
Therefore, we adopt the upper redshift limit of the atlas,
z=0.055, minus a small buffer to mitigate edge effects, for
this analysis, including absorbers at <z 0.052 and their
measurements from COS-Dwarfs (Bordoloi et al. 2014) and
the blindly detected sample of Paper II (Burchett et al. 2015).
The column densities of detected absorbers were obtained
via Voigt proﬁle ﬁtting. The upper and lower limits reported
here were measured by the apparent optical depth method
(AODM; Savage & Sembach 1991) using the error vector
output from the COS data reduction pipeline and assuming a
velocity window of ±50 km s−1 of the corresponding galaxy
redshifts. Covering fractions reported for galaxies/absorbers
from this work assume 3σ detection thresholds of
( ) > -Nlog C 13.5 cmIV 2 and log N(H I) > -13.0 cm 2.
2.2. Optical Galaxy Surveys
As all but one of the QSOs observed in our data set (Paper II)
fall within the SDSS footprint, this study employs the SDSS
extensively, speciﬁcally SDSS Data Release 12 (Alam
et al. 2015) and the NASA-Sloan Atlas, for both spectroscopy
and photometry. We also exploit the NASA/IPAC Extra-
galactic Database,11 which houses catalogs from several large
galaxy surveys, such as the Third Reference Catalog of Bright
Galaxies (RC3; de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991; Corwin et al. 1994)
and the 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS; Colless
et al. 2001). The NASA-Sloan Atlas is a catalog compiling
newly remeasured SDSS and GALEX photometry along with
spectral line measurements using an improved calibration of
the SDSS spectra. The core sample for this catalog stems from
SDSS DR8 and adds objects missed or excluded by SDSS but
spectroscopically measured by the CfA Redshift Survey
(Huchra et al. 1995), 2dF GRS, etc. According to Strauss
et al. (2002), the SDSS spectroscopic survey is complete down
to ~m 17.7r . All magnitudes expressed herein are derived
from the model-ﬁt magnitudes from the NASA-Sloan Atlas,
which calculate total magnitudes of galaxies by Sérsic proﬁle
ﬁts, or the “modelMag” values, those deemed the better ﬁt
between de Vaucoleurs and exponential proﬁles, directly from
the SDSS database for objects not provided by NASA-Sloan.
At the low redshifts ( <z 0.015) primarily targeted in this
work, even low-mass galaxies appear quite extended on the sky
and a number of issues occur within the SDSS databases. For
the analyses herein, we primarily employ the NASA-Sloan
Atlas instead of the “stock” SDSS databases. However, we also
produced our own SDSS catalog to corroborate results obtained
using the NASA-Sloan Atlas and speciﬁcally address certain
linking issues within SDSS: First, extended objects may have
received multiple spectroscopic measurements and thus may be
duplicated in the spectroscopic object (“SpecObj”) tables.
Second, we found numerous cases of galaxy spectra linked to
incorrect galaxy photometric objects, thus yielding clearly
incorrect redshifts retrieved through queries to the “Galaxy”
table of the SDSS database. Third, spectroscopic data are
primarily keyed to photometric objects via the “FluxObjID”
ﬁeld in the “SpecObj” table, and these linked photometric
objects are sometimes “Child” objects that do not reﬂect the
full integrated photometry of the galaxy. Finally, certain nearby
galaxies were not targeted by the SDSS. Therefore, we
produced a new spectroscopic galaxy catalog by (1) querying
the SDSS “SpecObj” table for all galaxies within 7° of the QSO
sightlines (corresponding to 1Mpc projected on the sky at
z=0.002), (2) running an internal cross-match using the
STILTS software package (Taylor 2006) to ﬁnd duplicate
objects, (3) identifying objects with suspected incorrectly
linked photometry ( >m 19r when the nominal SDSS com-
pleteness limit is mr=17.7) and requerying the SDSS
“PhotoObj” table for brighter objects that may be the true
“parent” photometric object within 10″, and (4) incorporating
galaxies from RC3, which complements the SDSS by including
the bright objects SDSS may not have targeted (approximately
650 galaxies over our full sample).
The analysis presented in Section 3.2 utilizes the group halo
catalog of Yang et al. (2007) (speciﬁcally their version updated
for SDSS DR7), which includes the results of a group-ﬁnding
algorithm to identify galaxy groups within the SDSS at
>z 0.01. The data products12 include group centroids, halo
masses, and the identiﬁed galaxy members of each group,
which we use to assign halo masses and virial radii to the larger
dark matter halos in which our absorbers/galaxies reside.
2.3. Stellar Masses, Halo Masses, and Virial Radii
Our galaxy stellar masses (M*) are calculated using SDSS
photometry and the KCORRECT software, which ﬁts galaxy
spectral templates to broadband photometric data (Blanton &
Roweis 2007). The NASA-Sloan Atlas provides stellar masses
output from KCORRECT using the improved photometry, and
we used the software to also calculate stellar masses for
galaxies not included in the atlas.
Our analyses consider galaxy halos on two scales: individual
galaxies and groups/clusters. Our ﬁrst objective is to
characterize the galaxies associated with C IV absorbers at
low redshift, and the extent of a galaxy’s dark matter halo
10 http://www.nsatlas.org
11 http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu. The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database
(NED) is operated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of
Technology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
12 http://gax.shao.ac.cn/data/Group.html
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provides a natural scale for associating an absorbing gas cloud
with the galaxy. We adopt r200, the radius within which the
average mass density is 200 times the critical density of the
universe, as the virial radius (rvir) of a galaxy halo. To estimate
the total halo masses (Mhalo) and virial radii of the galaxies
around QSO sightlines, we primarily employ the redshift-
dependent stellar mass/halo mass relation of Moster et al.
(2013) and the calculation described by Burchett et al. (2013).
However, similar to Prochaska et al. (2011) and Stocke et al.
(2013), both of whom analyzed galaxy/absorber associations
with respect to rvir, we employ an M*–Mhalorelation that
diverges from that obtained through pure halo abundance
matching for massive galaxies. Moster et al. (2013) parameter-
ize the M*/Mhalo ratio using a double power-law form with
slopes above and below a characteristic mass:
( )* = +
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where N is the normalization and M1 is the characteristic mass
above and below which the behavior of M*/Mhalo follows the
slopes β and γ. This form is motivated by the deviation of the
galaxy luminosity function from the halo mass function at low
and high masses (Yang et al. 2003), and it is assumed that the
galaxy populations within halos below a certain Mhalo, on
average, are dominated by the central galaxy. Higher-mass
halos will be increasingly populated by satellite galaxies in
number, and by comparing the conditional mass function of
centrals with the full stellar mass function of halos at varying
Mhalo, Moster et al. (2010) ﬁnd that the satellite contribution
becomes increasingly important above =M Mlog 12.0halo .
Therefore, a stellar-to-halo mass conversion from halo
abundance matching for *>L L galaxies (assuming that the
galaxy is a central) provides Mhalo values appropriate for group
and cluster scales; we employ this conversion, using the
Equation (1) parameter values from Moster et al. (2013), for
Mhalo and rvir in the galaxy environment/absorber analysis.
Aiming to produce a scaling more suited to individual
galaxies across a wide dynamic range in stellar mass, we
modify the M*–Mhalo conversion as follows. In the >M Mhalo 1
regime ( =Mlog 11.5901 at z=0), the M*/Mhalo ratio
decreases with increasing Mhalo, and halos become dominated
by satellite galaxies at >M Mlog 12.0halo . Thus, we effec-
tively truncate the contribution of the second term by ﬁxing it
at Mhalo=M1, which is ﬁrmly within the central-dominated
regime but where the contribution of this term is non-
negligible. Equation (1) becomes
( ) ( )* = = +
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where we have also substituted the z=0 values for M1, β, and
γ. The halo masses used to associate individual galaxies with
absorbers via the virial radius were then obtained by
numerically solving the analog of Equation (2) at the redshift
and stellar mass of each galaxy in the database using the
appropriate parameters from Moster et al. (2013).
2.4. Star Formation Rates
Throughout the paper, ﬁgures are color-coded to reﬂect
whether the galaxies plotted are star forming (blue) or quiescent
(red). This distinction was made based on SFRs calculated from
either the GALEX far-UV (FUV) and near-UV (NUV) photo-
metry provided by the NASA-Sloan Atlas or the Hα and Hβ
spectral line measurements from SDSS spectroscopy. Because
good-quality GALEX data were not available for many galaxies,
mostly due to problems with the FUV band, the Balmer-line
measurements provided a secondary means to measure or place
limits on the SFRs. The primary disadvantage for these
spectroscopically derived values is the need for ﬂux correction
due to the small angular size of the SDSS spectrograph ﬁbers
compared to the full projected size of the galaxies targeted.
SFRs using the GALEX data were calculated using Equations
(5), (7), and (8) of Salim et al. (2007). The SFRs from Balmer-
line measurements were calculated using Equation (4) of
Brinchmann et al. (2004), where the Hα luminosity was
corrected for dust attenuation using the intrinsic Hα-to-Hβ
luminosity assuming case B recombination and 104 K gas from
Osterbrock & Ferland (2006), and k(Hα)–k(Hβ) was calculated
from the extinction law of Cardelli et al. (1989). The Balmer-
line-derived SFRs were ﬁber corrected by scaling the ﬂux of
each line by the ratio of the total “model” NUV ﬂux, resulting
from the photometric ﬁt of the entire galaxy, to the “ﬁber” ﬂux,
which has an aperture equal to the size of the SDSS ﬁber. If the
NUV data were not available, we used the u-band ﬂuxes in an
attempt to capture, as much as possible, stellar continuum from
the youngest populations. A comparison of the total-to-ﬁber
ﬂux ratios between the NUV and SDSS u-band, where the
NUV data were available, revealed that the u-band ratios were
systematically lower than the NUV ratios. This difference in
ﬂux ratios is likely driven by two effects: (1) GALEX better
captures more diffuse star formation occurring in the outer
regions of galaxies, and (2) the u-band ﬂux has a greater
contribution from older stars and is more centrally concen-
trated. For comparison, the r band in turn yields lower total-to-
ﬁber ﬂux ratios than the u band, supporting this second point.
We thus considered the Balmer-line SFRs using u-band ﬂux
corrections as lower limits. In cases where the FUV and NUV
data were not available and the Hα line was not detected at 3σ
signiﬁcance, we adopted a 3σ upper limit from the Hα line
measurement uncertainty scaled for the ﬁber correction.
With these SFRs in hand, we set a threshold separating passive
and star-forming galaxies based on the bimodality in the locus of
speciﬁc star formation rate (sSFR=SFR/M*) versus M* for the
entire NASA-Sloan Atlas at log (sSFR/yr−1)=−10.75. Galaxies
with sSFR above and below this threshold are represented in blue
and red, respectively, in ﬁgures throughout the paper.
3. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
We now investigate the connections between C IVabsorbers
and nearby galaxies. In particular, we pose two overarching
questions: (1) How is the material traced by C IV absorption
distributed relative to nearby galaxies in terms of proximity to
the associated galaxies and as a function of galaxy mass? (2)
How, if at all, is the CGM affected by the environment in
which a host galaxy resides?
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3.1. Absorption Proﬁles and the Dependence of C IV
Absorption on Galaxy Mass
Here we complement the galaxy-selected approach of COS-
Dwarfs with a blindly detected sample of C IVabsorbers
(Paper II) for which we search the SDSS for galaxy counter-
parts. As stated in Section 2.1, these analyses employ a
z 0.015 galaxy/absorber subsample that includes detected
C IV absorbers and upper limits on the C IVabsorption at
redshifts where galaxies fall within 500 kpc of a QSO sightline.
For comparison, we also include similar relations for H ILyα.
As employed by COS-Halos (Tumlinson et al. 2013) and COS-
Dwarfs, we adopt a search window of ∣ ∣D <v 600 km s−1 for
velocity separations between galaxies and absorbers.
First, we describe our selection methods for associating
galaxies with absorbers; then, we present the resulting column
density–impact parameter proﬁles and C IV detection statistics
as a function of associated galaxy mass.
3.1.1. Selecting Absorber-associated Galaxies
Nine C IVabsorbers from our sample meet the <z 0.015
criterion, and we consider associated galaxies based on two
selection methods: we identify the galaxy with the smallest
projected separation from the sightline in terms of (1) proper
distance (kpc) and (2) galaxy virial radius (r rvir). We present
maps of the galaxy ﬁelds within proper distances of 500 kpc
surrounding each < <z0.0015 0.015abs absorber in Figure 1.
Note that these maps contain all galaxies with available
spectroscopic redshifts and have no imposed minimum
luminosity. Each galaxy’s virial radius is represented by a
red circle. As shown in the maps, the C IVsystems largely
occur in galaxy environments that are sufﬁciently populated to
preclude unambiguous selection of a “host galaxy,” and we
proceed by selecting as “associated” the most proximal
galaxies to each sightline using the two metrics mentioned
above and examining the resulting distributions of absorption
(or lack thereof) with respect to these two selections. With the
exception of one absorber ( =z 0.00261abs in the sightline of
QSO J0925+4004; but see the discussion below), we ﬁnd
galaxies within impact parameters of 200 kpc for all absorbers
in this subsample. Certain C IVabsorbers are located outside of
the virial radii of all nearby galaxies, but only moderately
beyond the virial radii.
These maps underscore the difﬁculty of associating absor-
bers with individual galaxies. Only the ﬁeld of J0155-0857
presents a fairly unambiguous association between an absorber
and galaxy regardless of selection method. The J0242-0759,
J1059+1441, J1122+5755, and J1445+3428 ﬁelds contain
absorbers that appear to fall within the virial radii of multiple
galaxies. J0925+4004, J0928+6025, and PG1148+549 con-
tain absorbers outside the virial radius of any galaxy at the
same redshift. Although several ﬁelds depicted in Figure 1
show an abundance of galaxies near the QSO sightline (due to
the high completeness to faint galaxies), the two selection
schemes we have employed capture the essential absorber/
galaxy trends and enable comparison to previous studies.
The absorber in J0925+4004 does not appear to have a
galaxy within 300 kpc or 1.7 rvireven if we expand the velocity
search window to ∣ ∣D <v 800 km s−1 (note that the galaxies
depicted in Figure 1 for this absorber all exceed velocity
differences of 600 km s−1). Another galaxy, SDSS J092422.92
+400527.1, occurs at 141 kpc and 1.2 rvirif the velocity
window is widened to 850 km s−1. However, this low surface
brightness galaxy’s SDSS spectrum is quite noisy, and if its
redshift is equal to that of the absorber, the impact parameter
decreases to 56 kpc. If the SDSS redshift is accurate, this last
absorber presents a similar issue to that presented by Burchett
et al. (2013), where a candidate host galaxy may have a smaller
impact parameter if the gas is moving at a very high velocity
relative to the galaxy, e.g., a high-velocity outﬂow. Such
outﬂow speeds are certainly plausible and have in fact been
observed unambiguously in “down-the-barrel” studies where
the ejecting galaxy itself was used as a background source to
study the outﬂowing gas in absorption (e.g., Tremonti et al.
2007; Rubin et al. 2014). However, using distant QSOs as
background continuum sources probes circumgalactic gas that
is transversely separated in projection from possible host
galaxies and introduces ambiguity in cases where large velocity
offsets may not indicate large line-of-sight Hubble ﬂow
distances. We defer a deeper analysis of the velocity offset/
impact parameter degeneracy to future galaxy surveys that will
improve statistics while maintaining a sensitivity to faint
dwarfs (J. N. Burchett et al. 2017, in preparation).
Selecting a galaxy to be associated with an absorber based
on the closest transverse proper distance is the scheme
employed by most comparable surveys to date. In many ways,
this criterion is the most intuitive and captures a natural suspect
for the source of the gas based on pure proximity. Also, this
scheme is relatively free of the assumptions inherent in an
assignment based on galaxy properties, such as the virial
radius. However, as a survey becomes sensitive to fainter
galaxies, the luminosity function (Schechter 1976) indicates
that the number density of galaxies will increase as f µ aL ,
where recent estimates place α∼−1.3 for the full star-forming
and quiescent population (Willmer et al. 2006; Loveday et al.
2012). While this increases the likelihood of detecting a galaxy
closer to the sightline, the question remains whether the fainter
galaxy is the true source of the gas.
Galaxies potentially associated with absorbers may also be
selected based on galaxy virial radii. The galaxy’s virial
radius provides an estimate of a galaxy halo’s extent,
insomuch as gas within the virial radius is consistent with
being bound to the galaxy provided that its velocity separation
is also less than the galaxy’s escape velocity. Indeed, previous
studies have reported that the column density of C IV
absorbers anticorrelates with impact parameter relative to
the host galaxy virial radius (r r ;vir Bordoloi et al. 2014;
Liang & Chen 2014).
To verify the advertised completeness of our galaxy data, we
investigated what galaxies down to the desired luminosity limit
may have been missed by the publicly available redshift surveys
between the QSO sightlines and the associated galaxies we
identiﬁed. We scaled the galaxies around each sightline from the
SDSS photometry that did not have SDSS spectroscopic
redshifts to their hypothetical absolute r-band magnitudes,
assuming that they were all at the redshift of the absorber. We
then estimated the galaxy luminosities relative to L* using the r-
band absolute magnitude * = - -M h20.44 5 logr (Blanton
et al. 2003) and the SDSS dereddened r-band model-derived
magnitudes, which use extinction values from the Schlegel et al.
(1998) dust maps. As a result, we ﬁnd that our galaxy redshift
data (SDSS, etc.) are 100% complete to *L0.01 in the region of
interest around eight sightlines in this subsample and 100%
complete to *L0.025 in the one remaining sightline
5
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Figure 1. Galaxies around QSO sightlines within ±500 km s−1 of the <z 0.015 absorber subsample. Following the legend and scale bar on the right side, the marker
size indicates galaxy r-band luminosity, the marker color indicates the separation in radial velocity from each absorber, and the red circles mark the virial radius of
each galaxy. The abbreviated ﬁeld name is printed in the upper right corner of each panel. A physical scale is given in each panel. Note that all galaxies in the J0925
+4004 frame have – >v v 700gal abs km s−1 and thus lie at much larger impact parameters than that indicated by the reference scale.
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(z=0.01494 in the J0928+6025 sightline). These luminosities
are commensurate with the survey goals outlined in Section 2.1.
The absorber–galaxy associations were then drawn as
follows: (1) We used the traditional method of assigning an
absorber to the galaxy with the smallest impact parameter and
velocity separation from the absorber. We refer to the sample
selected in this way as proper distance selected. (2)
Alternatively, we assigned the absorber to the galaxy at the
absorber redshift that is closest in terms of the fraction of its
virial radius (ρ/rvir). This alternative selection produces our
virial-radius-selected sample. The resulting galaxies selected
by these two methods are shown in Tables 1 and 2,
respectively. SDSS composite images of the selected galaxies
are shown in Figure 2, where a pair of panels is shown for each
absorber in the six out of nine cases where the two selection
methods choose different galaxies, and single panels are shown
for the three cases where the selection methods choose the
same galaxy (marked with red borders).
In addition to searching for galaxies associated with detected
absorbers, to quantify the cases where no absorption was
detected but galaxies lie near the sightline, we also searched the
SDSS for <z 0.015gal galaxies at impact parameters within
500 kpc of any of the 89 QSO sightlines described in
Section 2.1. We further ﬁltered the galaxies found in this
search by iterating through each galaxy to identify the galaxy
with the smallest impact parameter, in both proper distance and
virial radius, of any galaxy within a redshift range of
d <z 0.003gal , or ∼900 km s−1. This velocity range was chosen
to exceed that for which we matched detected absorbers and
galaxies (600 km s−1) and mitigate confusion between galaxies
that may lie at similar redshifts to one another due to peculiar
motion but fall at similar line-of-sight cosmological distances.
Also, galaxies targeted by the COS-Dwarfs survey were
rejected for this stage of the analysis to further ensure that
our sample is blind in both absorber and galaxy selection
(although we include them later for the environmental analysis
where their inclusion does not introduce bias).
3.1.2. C IVColumn Density and Galaxy Impact Parameter
Using the selection procedures described above, we
produced samples of galaxy/absorber pairs imposing a galaxy
luminosity cut of   -16.4r , corresponding to the com-
pleteness limit of SDSS (see Section 2.2). Figures 3 and 4 show
the absorber C IV and H I column densities (including 3σ upper
limits) as a function of impact parameter; Figure 3 presents the
proper-distance-selected sample, and Figure 4 shows the virial-
radius-selected sample. In these ﬁgures, we differentiate
between passive and star-forming galaxies using the sSFR
separation described in Section 2.4. For the detected absorbers
in our sample, the column densities shown represent the total
column densities summed over all velocity components in each
absorber. The C IVcolumn density upper limits shown were
measured by integrating the C IVλ1548 apparent column
density proﬁles (Savage & Sembach 1991) within ±50 km s−1
at the redshifts where no C IVabsorber was detected. The
largest impact parameters in these plots correspond to the
absorber at =z 0.00261abs in the sightine of QSO J0925
+4004, for which no galaxy was found closer than
∣ ∣dv =700 km s−1. For comparison, we show in the top panels
of Figures 3 and 4 the C IVabsorber–galaxy pairs from the
COS-Dwarfs survey (faint circles; Bordoloi et al. 2014) along-
side our blindly selected data set.
For the proper-distance-selected sample from our blind
survey, we detect C IV absorption within 160 kpc of 6 out of 19
galaxies ( -+32 1011%). Within the measurement uncertainties, this
Table 1
Closest SDSS Galaxies to z<0.015 C IV Absorption Systems, Selected by Proper Distance
QSO zabs Galaxy agal (J2000) dgal (J2000) zgal ρ δv log M* r rvir
(deg) (kpc) (km s−1) (Me)
J0155-0857 0.00547 NGC 0755 29.09370 −9.06231 0.00547 98 0 9.67 0.53
J0242-0759 0.00477 SDSS J024149.95-075530.0 40.45766 −7.92484 0.00458 88 57 8.65 0.69
J0925+4004 0.00261 NGC 2844 140.45005 40.15125 0.00496 369 −701 10.26 1.50
J0928+6025 0.01494 SBS 0926+606A 142.52826 60.44781 0.01366 201 378 8.18 1.83
J1059+1441 0.00242 SDSS J105851.95+140748.2 164.71646 14.13006 0.00199 65 128 7.15 0.83
J1122+5755 0.00640 UGC 06369 170.36413 57.76851 0.00640 139 0 8.81 1.02
J1233-0031 0.00392 SDSS J123718.74+001248.0 189.32907 0.21289 0.00282 137 326 7.18 1.72
J1445+3428 0.00549 SDSS J144520.23+341948.1 221.33415 34.33011 0.00556 80 −20 8.93 0.56
PG1148+549 0.00349 UGC 06894 178.84798 54.65728 0.00284 185 193 8.67 1.42
Table 2
Closest SDSS Galaxies to z<0.015 C IV Absorption Systems, Selected by Virial Radius
QSO zabs Galaxy agal (J2000) dgal (J2000) zgal ρ δv log M* r rvir
(degrees) (kpc) (km s−1) (Me)
J0155-0857 0.00547 NGC 0755 29.09370 −9.06231 0.00547 98 0 9.67 0.53
J0242-0759 0.00477 NGC 1052 40.27000 −8.25578 0.00504 192 −79 10.74 0.45
J0925+4004 0.00261 NGC 2844 140.45005 40.15125 0.00496 369 −701 10.26 1.50
J0928+6025 0.01494 SBS 0926+607 142.53767 60.46827 0.01355 209 411 8.53 1.70
J1059+1441 0.00242 NGC 3489 165.07691 13.90107 0.00230 106 35 10.23 0.44
J1122+5755 0.00640 NGC 3613 169.65041 58.00007 0.00678 343 −115 11.09 0.42
J1233-0031 0.00392 NGC 4517 188.17980 0.11716 0.00376 206 45 10.43 0.73
J1445+3428 0.00549 SDSS J144520.23+341948.1 221.33415 34.33011 0.00556 80 −20 8.93 0.56
PG1148+549 0.00349 NGC 3913 177.66224 55.35397 0.00317 255 96 9.86 1.27
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detection rate agrees with the COS-Dwarfs result of 17
detections out of 43 galaxies targeted ( -+39 78%). For our virial-
radius-selected sample, we obtain seven detections around 21
galaxies ( -+33 911%) probed within 1 rvir; COS-Dwarfs yielded 17
detections within 1 rvir of 41 galaxies targeted ( -+41 78%). Our
blind survey also extends the CGM probed by C IVabsorption
out to impact parameters of 400 kpc and beyond, and we ﬁnd
absorbers out to ∼350 kpc and > r1.5 vir from the nearest
galaxy. However, beyond 160 kpc and 1 rvir, the detection rate
dramatically decreases for the proper-distance- and virial-
radius-selected samples, respectively: 2 detections out of a
possible 19 ( -+10 510%) occur in the 160–250 kpc region; we
Figure 2. SDSS false-color images (from g, r, and i bands; Lupton et al. 2004) of galaxies selected to be associated with our <z 0.015 C IV absorber subsample. We
selected associated galaxies by both the smallest proper distance impact parameter and impact parameter relative to the virial radii of the galaxies in the ﬁeld. Except
for the three bottom panels marked with red boxes, panels are paired for each absorber (labeled above), where the left panel shows the galaxy selected by proper
distance and the right shows the galaxy selected by virial radius. Each panel depicts a projected area on the sky approximately 3 5 per side.
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report 0/16 detections ( -+0 06%) at 1 rvir–1.5 rvir and 1/12 ( -+8 511%)
at 1.5 rvir–2 rvir. Covering fractions under certain selection
criteria for both the proper-distance selection and the virial-
radius selection are shown in the top two sections of Table 3.
The detection at the largest impact parameter in the proper-
distance-selected sample (368 kpc) occurs for the absorber at
=z 0.00261abs in the J0925+4004 sightline, and this absorber is
associated with the same galaxy, NGC 2844, in both selection
methods (but note the caveat in Section 3.1.1 regarding this
association). NGC 2844 also has a very large velocity separation
with the absorber (−701 km s−1) but serves as the closest-in
impact parameter with the smallest velocity offset.
Two notable points are immediately apparent. First, as seen
in Figure 3, the detections of C IVabsorption are predomi-
nantly associated with galaxies, most often within 200 kpc of a
galaxy. This result was in essence ﬁrst demonstrated for strong
absorbers ( W 2001548 mÅ) by Chen et al. (2001) using data
from the Faint Object Spectrograph on HST (Bahcall
et al. 1993). Our survey enables sensitivity to much weaker
absorbers ( W 1001548 mÅ) and fainter galaxies, and we
indeed ﬁnd that this close association persists. However, the
nearest luminous galaxies to the absorbers, such as those
selected by virial radius, have much larger impact parameters
for three of nine absorbers (r > 250 kpc; Tables 1 and 2).
Second, some metal-enriched gas may arise well beyond the
virial radius of a galaxy. Absorbers at large distances have been
previously reported (Tripp et al. 2006; Johnson et al. 2013;
Stocke et al. 2013); however, the COS-Dwarfs sample showed
no C IVdetections beyond approximately r0.5 vir (Bordoloi
et al. 2014), corresponding to r0.66 vir using the cosmology and
velocity-corrected distances adopted here and reﬂected in
Figures 3 and 4. We further compare these results with
previous studies in Section 4.2.
3.1.3. H I Column Density
The bottom panels of Figures 3 and 4 show the corresp-
onding H I column density measurements for the same galaxies
appearing in the C IV proﬁles in the top panels. The H I
identiﬁcations and measurements suffer from two complica-
tions that do not arise for C IV: (1) at the redshifts we are
probing in this analysis, only the Lyα line, which is typically
saturated and only yields a lower limit on N(H I), falls in the
COS bandpass; and (2) the Lyα lines at the redshifts of these
<z 0.015 galaxies often fall within the Galactic Lyαproﬁle,
Figure 3. C IV (top) and H I (bottom) column density proﬁles for our low-z
absorber/galaxy sample (squares). Associated galaxies were selected by
proper-distance proximity using a galaxy magnitude limit of   -16.4r .
The galaxy/absorber pair indicated with a diamond in the top panel has the
greatest velocity separation of all pairs plotted, with d >v 600 km s−1. Red and
blue symbols denote passive and star-forming galaxies, respectively. The open
symbols with downward-pointing arrows correspond to 3σ upper limits on the
absorption; ﬁlled symbols with upward-pointing arrows indicate lower limits
measured using the apparent optical depth on saturated lines.
Figure 4. C IV (top) and H I (bottom) column densities of our low-z absorber
sample (squares) as functions of impact parameter of the associated galaxies
selected by fraction of the galaxy virial radius using a galaxy magnitude limit
of –  16.4r . The COS-Dwarfs sample (fainter circles; Bordoloi et al. 2014)
is also plotted for comparison. The galaxy/absorber pair indicated with a
diamond in the top panel has the greatest velocity separation of all pairs plotted,
with d >v 600 km s−1. Red and blue symbols denote passive and star-forming
galaxies, respectively. The open symbols with downward-pointing arrows
correspond to 3σ upper limits on the absorption; ﬁlled symbols with upward-
pointing arrows indicate lower limits measured using the apparent optical depth
on saturated lines.
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where the Milky Way damping wings reduce the signal-to-
noise ratio or the ﬂux disappears altogether. H I detections are
shown in Figures 3 and 4, where Lyα absorption was
identiﬁed within 600 km s−1 of a galaxy’s redshift. We
attempted to corroborate Lyα detections with other metal
lines where possible to ensure that the line in question was not
associated with another known system in the spectrum. If the
ﬂux values in the core of the line proﬁle were greater than the
corresponding errors, we ﬁtted the line with a Voigt proﬁle to
obtain a column density. Otherwise, a lower limit on the
column density was measured using the AODM (Savage &
Sembach 1991). For nondetections, we measured upper limits
using the AODM with the error vector over a velocity range of
±50 km s−1 centered on the rest frame of the detected galaxy.
H I data for the COS-Dwarfs galaxy/absorber pairs are adopted
from R. Bordoloi et al. (2016, in preparation).
Figures 3 and 4 show a markedly higher detection rate for
Lyαthan for C IV, at all impact parameters. Higher detection
rates of H I over metal ions have been reported in many
absorber/galaxy studies (e.g., Wakker & Savage 2009;
Prochaska et al. 2011; Stocke et al. 2013), and we brieﬂy
contrast the emerging views of the CGM traced by C IV and H I.
First, we underscore that while the CGM is quite patchy to
C IV, H I is nearly ubiquitous. If nearly all galaxies have
gaseous halos, as indicated by the very high covering fraction
within 1 rvir ( -+0.94 0.100.04 for N(H I)> -10 cm13.5 2), the gas traced
by C IV may therefore possess a “special” set of ionizing
conditions sufﬁcient for a detectable fraction of the carbon to
be triply ionized. Another possibility is that the clouds traced
by C IV represent a more metal-enriched sample of the larger
population of halo clouds; however, as also pointed out by
Stocke et al. (2013), the C IV clouds may simply comprise
clouds of similar metallicity to that of the H I-only detections
but are simply more massive. Lastly, many of the H I-only
detections might be metal-poor intergalactic gas, while the C IV
absorbers tend to trace metal-enriched circumgalactic gas.
Second, among the 26 H I clouds we detect within 2 rvir of a
galaxy, only 5 have well-constrained H I column densities that
are less than logN(H I) = -10 cm13.5 2. Chen et al. (2005)
conducted a cross-correlation analysis between H I absorbers
Table 3
Covering Fractions of C IV and H I Absorption with Respect to Impact Parameter, Galaxy Mass, and Environment
Ion Detection Threshold Redshift Range Selection Criteria Ndet Ntot fc
(log N(X) [ -cm 2]) (%)
Impact Parameter Distributions for Galaxies with  -16.4r (Proper-distance-selected)
C IV 13.5 z 0.015 r < 160 kpc 6 19 -+32 1011
C IV 13.5 z 0.015 r < 100 kpc 3 8 -+38 1518
C IV 13.5 z 0.015  r <100 kpc 200 kpc 5 21 -+24 810
C IV 13.5 z 0.015  r <200 kpc 300 kpc 0 16 --+0 06
C IV 13.5 z 0.015  r <300 kpc 400 kpc 0 12 --+0 08
H I 13.0 z 0.015 r < 160 kpc 12 13 -+92 115
H I 13.0 z 0.015 r < 100 kpc 7 7 -+100 130
H I 13.0 z 0.015  r <100 kpc 200 kpc 10 13 -+77 1310
H I 13.0 z 0.015  r <200 kpc 300 kpc 13 17 -+76 129
H I 13.0 z 0.015  r <300 kpc 400 kpc 5 8 -+62 1815
Impact Parameter Distributions For Galaxies with  -16.4r (Virial-radius-selected)
C IV 13.5 z 0.015 r < r1 vir 7 21 -+33 911
C IV 13.5 z 0.015  r <r r1 2vir vir 1 28 -+4 25
H I 13.0 z 0.015 r < r1 vir 13 14 -+93 104
H I 13.0 z 0.015  r <r r1 2vir vir 13 22 -+59 1110
Dependence on Galaxy Mass within r = r1 vir
C IV 13.5 z 0.015 * <M M9.5 1 11 -+9 612
C IV 13.5 z 0.015 * M M9.5 8 10 -+80 1510
H I 13.0 z 0.015 * <M M9.5 9 9 -+100 100
H I 13.0 z 0.015 * M M9.5 9 11 -+82 149
Dependence on Galaxy Environment Given an  -19r Galaxy within r = 160 kpc
C IV 13.5 z 0.055   71500 8 14 -+57 1312
C IV 13.5 z 0.055  > 71500 0 7 -+0 013
H I 13.0 z 0.055   71500 16 16 -+100 60
H I 13.0 z 0.055  > 71500 7 10 -+70 1612
Dependence on Group Dark Halo Mass Given an  -19r Galaxy within r = 160 kpc
C IV 13.5 z 0.055 <M M12.5halo 7 14 -+50 1313
C IV 13.5 z 0.055 M M12.5halo 0 5 -+0 017
H I 13.0 z 0.055 <M M12.5halo 16 17 -+94 94
H I 13.0 z 0.055 M M12.5halo 5 6 -+83 2010
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and galaxies at <z 0.5 and report that N(H I) > -10 cm14 2
absorbers have a signiﬁcant cross-correlation signal with
emission-line galaxies that rivals the autocorrelation of galaxies
with themselves. However, they ﬁnd that N(H I) < -10 cm13.6 2
absorbers have a random distribution with galaxies relative to
galaxies with themselves. Therefore, the weaker H I absorbers
that we detect are similar (at least in H I column density) to
those that statistically bear the mark of run-of-the-mill IGM
clouds. Figure 3 shows several H I detections at r 300 kpc
but only one C IV detection at r 300 kpc. Half of these H I
detections have N(H I)  -10 cm13.7 2, which, coupled with the
decreased C IV detection rate, suggests that the conditions
giving rise to the characteristic differences between the CGM
and IGM have generally transitioned to IGM by r ~ 300 kpc.
3.1.4. The CGM as a Function of Stellar Mass
Our blind survey provides a galaxy sample independent of any
mass selection criteria and that spans a wide dynamic range in
mass. We now investigate whether the CGM absorption, in terms
of C IV and H I, depends on galaxy stellar mass. For this analysis,
we selected galaxies in a similar manner to the virial-radius
selection described in Section 3.1.1 but with one key difference.
When multiple galaxies were probed within 1rvir by a QSO
sightline and those galaxies had redshifts within ∼600 km s−1 of
one another, we selected the most massive of those galaxies. As
shown in Figure 1, low-mass galaxies probed within 1 rvir are
frequently satellite galaxies within 1 rvir of a more massive
galaxy. By choosing the most massive galaxies within 1 rvir, we
ensure a fair comparison between the halos of low-mass and
higher-mass galaxies because the halo properties of these low-
mass galaxies are less likely to be dominated by a massive
counterpart, i.e., the low-mass galaxies should be centrals of their
halos. Because their targeting procedure does not introduce bias
into this analysis, we include the COS-Dwarfs data here;
however, we subjected those galaxies/absorbers to the same
procedure as the rest of the data. In certain cases, a more massive
galaxy than that targeted by COS-Dwarfs was present at a similar
redshift, and we included the more massive galaxy in our sample.
We note that the results of this section are qualitatively insensitive
to small changes in the 1 rvir selection criterion, although
increasing the selection beyond 1 rvir produces more nondetec-
tions in the both the low- and high-mass regimes (consistent with
the previous section’s results). As in the previous section, this
analysis is limited to <z 0.015 for survey completeness.
Figure 5 shows the C IV and H I column densities as
functions of galaxy stellar mass according to the above
selection procedure. We note that the detection rate of C IV
sharply increases for * >M M109.5 galaxies. Using a
detection threshold of ( ) > -Nlog C 13.5 cmIV 2, we detect
C IVwithin 1 rvir of 8 out of 10 galaxies ( -+80 1510%) and 1 out of
11 galaxies ( -+9 512%) in the * >M M109.5 and * <M M109.5
bins, respectively. This result is qualitatively consistent with
the O VIdependence observed by Prochaska et al. (2011),
although our mass bins are substantially less populated. To test
the signiﬁcance of this difference, we employ a Fisher’s exact
test, which is well suited to small sample sizes, assuming that
the variables are categorical with galaxy mass categories of
>109.5 and < M109.5 and categories for the detection and
nondetection of C IV. As a result, we reject the null hypothesis
that the difference in the fraction of detections between galaxy
masses is purely random with conﬁdence >99.7%. We also
estimated the signiﬁcance of this result by taking the same
distribution of galaxy masses as shown in Figure 5, randomly
assigning C IV detection or nondetection status to each galaxy
based on the covering fraction of ~40% reported by Bordoloi
et al. (2014), and producing 106 Monte Carlo resamples. Based
on the probability of reproducing the observed distribution of
C IV detections and nondetections, we reject the null hypothesis
that the rates observed between the >109.5 and < M109.5
galaxies occur at random with >99.9% conﬁdence.
For comparison, the bottom panel of Figure 5 shows the same
mass–column density relationship for neutral hydrogen within 1rvir
of the same <z 0.015 galaxies. The issues with H I measure-
ments discussed in Section 3.1.3 also arise here and result in a
smaller sample being represented in the bottom panel than the
top panel (for C IV). However, H I is detected even in the halos
where we do not detect C IV. Assuming a detection threshold of
( ) > -Nlog C 13.5 cmIV 2, the < M109.5 bin has an H I
detection rate within 1rvir of -+100 100 %, not statistically different
from that for more massive galaxies, -+82 149 % of which yield H I
detections. As for the previous sections’ analysis, these covering
fractions are summarized in Table 3. Nevertheless, Lyα is a
much stronger transition than the C IV lines and is predominately
saturated in our data; thus, an H I–mass dependence may still be
present but could be obscured by our inability to precisely
constrain the column densities in the strong H I lines.
Figure 5. C IV(top) and H I(bottom) column density as a function of stellar
mass of the highest-mass galaxy within 1 rvir. Red and blue symbols correspond
to passive and star-forming galaxies, respectively. The downward-pointing
arrows correspond to 3σ upper limits on the absorption. We note a dramatically
increased detection rate of C IV within 1 rvir of galaxies with log * >M M9.5 .
The open symbols with downward-pointing arrows correspond to 3σ upper limits
on the absorption; ﬁlled symbols with upward-pointing arrows indicate lower
limits measured using the apparent optical depth on saturated lines.
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A number of scenarios may be invoked to explain the
difference in C IVdetection between the galaxy mass bins. These
include, but are certainly not limited to, the following: (1) The
gas in the CGM of dwarfs is sufﬁciently less dense or less self-
shielded as to allow more energetic photons to ionize the C IV to
higher ionization states. In this hypothesis, the H I would be
more ionized as well, but H I remains detectable even when the
H I ionization fraction is quite small, so the C IV absorption
could disappear while the H I persists. Better-constrained H I
column densities may provide insight here into whether a
signiﬁcant difference exists in the H I column densities of
Figure 5 between the two mass bins. (2) Because of their
shallower potential wells, the lowest-mass dwarf galaxies are
better able to expel their metal-enriched gas into IGM regions
where the gas is further ionized and/or falls below the column
density detection threshold. (3) The gas is in a lower ionization
stage due to a lower virial temperature of the low-mass halo, and
the carbon is better traced by C III (not covered in our data) than
C IV. (4) Less massive galaxies have less mass in their CGM and
shorter sightline paths through their halos; therefore, given
similar underlying physical conditions and feedback behavior to
those in more massive galaxies, the column density (and
detectability) of any species will be lower. This would affect
both C IV and H I, but because the H I lines are predominately
saturated, it could be difﬁcult to see this effect in the H I data.
3.2. Galaxy Environments of C IVAbsorbers
As shown in our work and in the previous studies discussed,
C IVabsorbers are typically found to be coincident with nearby
galaxies (with a few exceptions; e.g., Tripp et al. 2006). As
shown in Figure 1, the C IVabsorbers clearly occupy a variety of
environments, from one or two nearby galaxies to relatively
well-populated groups, and many absorbers occur within the
virial radii of multiple galaxies. Our small galaxy/absorber
subsample might represent a wide diversity in the physical nature
of the gas detected. While environmental effects are conspicuous
in galaxy disks and central regions, the mechanisms involved
must also be felt in the intermediary CGM and, therefore, impact
the feeding and outﬂow processes occurring there. For instance,
if galaxies reside in a larger group halo, would-be cold-mode
infalling gas could be shock heated even when the individual
galaxies’ subhalo is below the threshold mass
( =M M10halo 11.4 ) at which an individual halo would dynami-
cally shock-heat accreting intergalactic gas. Furthermore, tidal
forces may assist the mass transfer of metal-enriched outﬂows to
leave the CGM. Thus, we now leverage our low-z absorber
sample, for which we have rich galaxy survey data from SDSS,
to investigate the role of environment on the gas traced by C IV.
The analyses herein leverage the full NASA-Sloan atlas and
all C IV absorbers at <z 0.055 within our QSO sightline
sample. As in Section 3.1.4, the COS-Dwarfs sample
introduces no inherent bias to the current environmental
analysis, and these galaxies/absorbers are included.
3.2.1. Fixed-aperture Galaxy Density
To investigate how the detection of C IVdepends on the local
galaxy environment, we ﬁrst employ a straightforward, sightline-
centric ﬁxed-aperture number density, i.e., how does the
observed C IVcolumn density (or upper limit for nondetections)
depend on the number of nearby galaxies within some projected
distance and velocity tolerance? Muldrew et al. (2012) employed
a large volume of simulated dark matter halos to compare several
metrics commonly used to quantify environment. In general,
ﬁxed-aperture methods and nearest-neighbor distances are found
to probe different scales of environment (individual halos to
large-scale structure), and these dependencies are sensitive to the
parameters chosen. Both Muldrew et al. (2012) and Haas et al.
(2012) ﬁnd that ﬁxed-aperture densities correlate well with halo
mass on scales of rich groups to clusters using apertures of
~ -h1 1Mpc and d = v 1000 km s−1. However, smaller halos
( <M M10halo 13 ) are not well differentiated by this metric.
As stated in Section 2.1, we use galaxies with k-corrected
absolute r-band magnitudes of   -19r as tracers of the
local density. As shown in Section 3.1.4, C IV absorption
undergoes an increase in detection within the virial radius at
* > -M M109 9.5 . The distribution of galaxies at * ~M 109.5
peaks at  ~ -19r , which is conveniently 0.1 mag brighter
than the expected spectroscopic completeness limit at
~z 0.055, the upper redshift limit of the NASA-Sloan Atlas.
Therefore, we select from our entire data set the sightlines and
redshifts where galaxies more luminous than < -19r occur
within impact parameters of r 160 kpc. This distance is
approximately the virial radius of a * =M M109.5 galaxy;
furthermore, C IVdetection declines at larger impact para-
meters (Bordoloi et al. 2014; Liang & Chen 2014). Finally, we
counted the number of  < -19r galaxies, N1500, withinr < 1500 kpc (approx. 1 -h 1Mpc in the adopted cosmology)
and ∣ ∣d <z 0.0033 (approx. 1000 km s−1) in accordance with
the results of Muldrew et al. (2012) and Haas et al. (2012). Our
results do not qualitatively change under small deviations
(~10%) of these parameters. Maps of the galaxy environments
included in this analysis are provided in the Appendix; also
included are plots showing overdensities at various redshifts
along the QSO sightline.
Figure 6 shows detections and nondetections of C IVat
redshifts <z 0.055 where at least one * M M109.5 galaxy
has r 160 kpc. A density threshold is apparent, as the
regions of highest density with N 71500 do not contain any
C IV absorbers above the detection limits imposed by the COS
spectra. In contrast with C IV, but as observed with the mass
dependence discussed in Section 3.1.4, the bottom panel of
Figure 6 shows that H I is detected at the highest densities
where C IV is not. However, the only three nondetections of H I
do occur at >N 101500 , which may hint at a density
dependence, but larger samples with more precise H I column
densities are required to test this trend.
To quantify the statistical signiﬁcance of this result, we
compared the ( )N C IV measurements for galaxies in environ-
ments above and below the apparent =N 71500 density threshold
seen in Figure 6. The log-rank nonparametric test, which accepts
censored data, with 3σ upper limits on the column density for
nondetections, indicates that we may reject the null hypothesis
that the two samples are drawn from the same distribution with
>98% conﬁdence. Alternatively, we compared the two detection
rates adopting a detection threshold of logN(C IV)=13.5 cm−2
using the Newcombe–Wilson method for the difference between
two proportions; the test yields a 99% conﬁdence that we may
reject the null hypothesis that the detection rate is equal above and
below the threshold value. For reference, Table 3 includes the
covering fractions for C IV and H I in the two N1500 density bins.
We qualify that we have assessed the statistical signiﬁcance
adopting an apparent threshold value of N1500. The apparent
threshold value depends on, e.g., increasing or decreasing the
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outer impact parameter from 1500 kpc. Smaller choices of
outer impact parameter decrease the apparent threshold value
by one or two galaxies, bringing more nondetections to lower
densities. However, a threshold density remains apparent
unless the chosen outer impact parameter is much smaller than
1000 kpc, at which scales the ﬁxed-aperture density may not be
probing the full extent of more massive halos. Conversely,
larger choices of outer impact parameter aperture probe scales
beyond individual halos, and the detections at low density in
Figure 6 would move to higher density because of contamina-
tion from other halos in the density metric.
Figures 3 and 4 show that the metal-enriched gas traced by
C IV absorption preferentially resides within projected distances
of ∼200 kpc from nearby galaxies. However, the dearth of C IV
detections in dense environments as shown in Figure 6 suggests
that the presence of many galaxies near a sightline does not
have an additive effect on the presence of C IV-traced gas, as
these environments should provide more potential sources for
the metals. Therefore, the absorption-line data may be
reﬂecting changing physical conditions of the CGM inﬂuenced
by the larger-scale environment. We return to this assertion for
further discussion in Section 4.3.
3.2.2. Group Dark Matter Halo Mass
While Figure 6 suggests a C IVdetection threshold in terms
of the local galaxy density quantiﬁed by simply counting
galaxies, the question remains whether the galaxies whose
CGM is probed fall within the same larger dark matter halo as
the surrounding galaxies counted. Therefore, we have cross-
matched the galaxies initially selected in our ﬁxed-aperture
analysis, i.e., those with r < 160 kpc, with the group catalog
of Yang et al. (2007) (using their version updated for SDSS
DR7) to obtain the halo masses (Mhalo) of the groups in which
these galaxies reside. We assigned halo masses as follows: (1)
For the galaxies that were directly classiﬁed as group members
by Yang et al. (2007), we assigned group halo masses from the
catalog. (2) If the galaxies were not identiﬁed as group
members and were not projected within 1 rvir of any group in
the catalog, we assigned the halo mass from abundance
matching as described in Section 2.3. (3) Galaxies that were not
identiﬁed as group members but were at projected distances
within 1 rvir of a group were assigned the mass of that group.
The resulting ( )N C IV –Mhalo relation is shown in Figure 7; as
for the most populated local regions depicted in Figure 6, we do
not detect C IV in the CGM of galaxies residing in the largest-
Mhalo groups (Mhalo≳1012.7 Me). The group catalog only
includes galaxies at z 0.01, so any nonisolated galaxies at
<z 0.01 shown in Figure 6 are omitted from this ﬁgure. The
only <z 0.01 galaxy included here contains no other galaxies
within the 1500 kpc aperture, and we have assigned its halo mass
through abundance matching as with the other isolated galaxies.
The gas traced by C IVin the low-z, inner CGM is likely
subject to a number of inﬂuences, evidenced by (1) trends of
Figure 6. Top: C IVcolumn density as a function of the number of galaxies
within 1.5 Mpc of the QSO sightline, where ﬁlled squares represent detections
of C IVand open squares represent nondetections; red and blue squares
correspond to the passive and star-forming galaxies, respectively. Shown are
the systems where at least one < -19r ( * M M109.5 ) galaxy falls within
an impact parameter r < 160 kpc. The x-axis represents the number of galaxies
(once again with < -19r ) within a 1.5 Mpc projected aperture centered on
the sightline and D =z 0.0033 of the nearest galaxy to the sightline. Upper
limits shown on the column density are 3σ. Note the lack of C IVdetections
where the number of galaxies within 1.5 Mpc exceeds 7. Symbol sizes are
scaled according to impact parameter (larger symbols have smaller impact
parameters) of the closest galaxy (160 kpc) to show that impact parameter
effects alone do not account for the detection or nondetection of C IV. Bottom:
H I column density as a function of the same environmental metric. Unlike
C IV, H I is detected at even the highest densities probed, although the only H I
nondetections do occur at relatively high density.
Figure 7. C IV column density as a function of dark matter group halo mass for
the CGM absorbers and nondetections plotted in Figure 6. The halo masses were
adopted from the Yang et al. (2007) group catalog for the galaxies within 160 kpc
of the QSO sightlines or from halo abundance matching for galaxies not in
groups. As in Figure 6, the larger symbols indicate smaller impact parameters to
the closest galaxy. The open symbols with downward-pointing arrows correspond
to 3σ upper limits on the absorption; ﬁlled symbols with upward-pointing arrows
indicate lower limits measured using the apparent optical depth on saturated lines.
Consistent with the galaxy counts plotted in Figure 6, the galaxies residing in
halos of M M10h 12.7 do not show C IV absorption in their CGM.
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decreasing column densities for several ions with increasing
impact parameter and increasing column density ratios of
higher to lower ions with increasing impact parameter
(Bordoloi et al. 2014; Liang & Chen 2014) and (2) the galaxy
mass dependence reported in Section 3.1.4. The results
presented in this section suggest that a third environmental
inﬂuence must be added as well. We have attempted to control
for impact parameter- and mass-dependent effects to some
degree by requiring that at least one   -19r galaxy fall
within r = 160 kpc of the QSO sightline, but much larger
galaxy/absorber samples are required to separate these effects
while simultaneously controlling for galaxy density, mass, etc.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Faint Dwarf Galaxies as Underrepresented Sources of
C IV Absorbers
As shown in Figure 2, for ﬁve of nine absorbers, the galaxies
with the smallest impact parameters (in proper distance) are low
surface brightness objects. The proper-distance selection method
yields lower-mass galaxies than the virial-radius selection, as the
larger virial radii of more massive galaxies in the ﬁeld bring
them closer in terms of r rvir. Indeed, six of nine absorbers yield
larger impact parameters to their associated galaxies under the
virial-radius selection method than those chosen by proper
distance (by factors of2 in some cases). This result accentuates
the dilemma in attributing absorbers to individual nearby
galaxies: selecting by virial radius may provide a physically
motivated connection but may overlook important processes
plausibly occurring, such as outﬂows or mass loss from dwarf
galaxies. On the other hand, galaxies increase in density with
decreasing mass, and the mere proximity of a low-mass dwarf
does not necessarily implicate it as the source of the gas,
especially if both the absorber and the dwarf galaxy may reside
within the dark matter halo of a more massive galaxy. In fact, for
all six absorbers that have two different galaxies associated
according to the two selection methods, the less massive galaxy
falls within one projected rvir of the more massive galaxy.
Even given the ubiquity of dwarf galaxies in close proximity
to QSO sightlines, the mass dependence of C IV detections
exhibited in Figure 5 calls into question the relative importance
of the fainter dwarfs when proceeding to cross-correlate the
CGM gas and galaxy properties. For example, correlating the
CGM absorption with the star formation activity of the massive
galaxies selected by virial radius may mask the effects of the
fainter star-forming galaxies within the same halo, such as if
the massive galaxies’ CGM are partly enriched by the dwarf
galaxies residing therein. In fact, it may be an important clue
that the C IV absorbers typically lie outside the putative virial
radii of the nearest dwarf galaxy as the gas can more easily
escape the dwarf’s shallower potential well than that of the
central galaxy, and the transfer of the metal-enriched gas
outside the dwarf may even be aided by the presence of the
counterpart (Johnson et al. 2015).
Two important points arise from the result presented in
Section 3.1.4: (1) Isolated galaxies with * <M M9.5
( ~ *L L0.1 ) have a low covering fraction for
( ) > -C 10 cmIVabs 13.5 2 absorbers. (2) Dwarf galaxies, how-
ever, are frequently found at small impact parameters to
Figure 8.Monte Carlo simulation results of the distribution of impact parameters
of random “sightlines” and redshifts to faint dwarf galaxies < *L L0.1 when a
more massive galaxy lies within three different impact parameters as indicated in
the legend. The three selections of impact parameters roughly correspond to the
virial radii of ~ *L L0.1 , ~ *L L , and > *L L galaxies.
Figure 9. Cumulative distribution of impact parameters to < *L L0.1 galaxies
for the three scenarios presented in Figure 8 (in blue, orange, and magenta)
alongside the observed impact parameter distribution from our proper-distance-
selected galaxy/absorber associations (green). The Monte Carlo experiment
suggests that conﬁgurations of galaxies and faint dwarf satellites associated
with our blindly detected C IV absorbers are similar to those that would be
obtained given random sightlines and absorber redshifts.
Figure 10. Halo masses of our C IV galaxy/absorber environment sample vs.
impact parameter relative to the group virial radius. Open squares represent
C IV nondetections, and ﬁlled squares denote detections. We note that the lone
detection of C IV in an >M M10halo 12 occurs beyond 0.5 rvir in projection.
Filling in this parameter space will provide insight to the effects of environment
on the CGM (and presumably the host galaxies themselves).
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sightlines/redshifts where C IV is detected. While this second
point is itself not surprising, we now ask whether our blind C IV
absorption has picked out special conﬁgurations of satellites and
centrals such that the absorbers are tracing halos that not only are
sufﬁciently massive but also contain dwarf satellites at especially
small impact parameters. To address this question, we ran a
simple Monte Carlo experiment to assess the typical distribution
of impact parameters to faint dwarf galaxies given the presence
of more massive galaxies within ∼1 rvir. Within the SDSS
footprint, we chose random coordinates to represent QSO
sightlines and then a redshift at z 0.015 to localize simulated
absorbers. Then, we recorded the impact parameters and r-band
magnitudes of all galaxies around the sightline within
∣ ∣d <z 0.002. After repeating this 50,000 times, we identiﬁed
cases where sightlines passed within 180, 250, and 350 kpc of an
> *L L0.1 galaxy, the approximate onset of C IV absorption as
a function of galaxy mass. These impact parameters were chosen
to represent the approximate virial radii of ~ *L L0.1 , ~ *L L ,
and > *L L . Then, in each of these cases, the impact parameter
to the nearest < *L L0.1 galaxy was tabulated.
Figure 8 shows the resulting impact parameter distributions;
the color of each histogram signiﬁes the impact parameter
selection criterion for the more massive galaxy. If our C IV
absorber-selected galaxy environments differed from those
probed at random sightlines/redshifts, we might expect our
distribution of proper-distance-selected impact parameters to
peak at smaller values than those from the Monte Carlo
experiment. While some scenarios yield < *L L0.1 at much
larger impact parameters than the > *L L0.1 galaxies, the less
massive galaxies are overwhelmingly found nearer the sight-
line. Figure 9 shows the cumulative distribution of impact
parameters to faint dwarfs < *L L0.1 given each impact
parameter selection for > *L L0.1 galaxies. While our low-z
absorber sample is small, the Monte Carlo experiment reveals
no strong evidence that the combination of faint dwarfs at small
impact parameters with more massive galaxies at small r rvir is
unique to the presence of C IV absorbers.
To conclude this discussion, we emphasize the following: (1)
Galaxy surveys around QSO sightlines that are complete down
to even ~ *L L0.1 are in general missing fainter galaxies at
small impact parameters r 100 kpc. (2) However, these
 *L L0.1 galaxies in isolation do not give rise to
( ) > -C 10 cmIVabs 13.5 2 absorbers. The same is not true for
H I absorption, as seen in Figure 5. While the dwarf galaxies
are believed to be effective at enriching the CGM/IGM on
large scales (Shen et al. 2014), the properties of C IV absorption
exhibited here may be more indicative of physical/dynamical
conditions in moderately populated halos ( M M10halo 11.5 ).
4.2. Comparing Absorber Statistics with Previous Surveys
As remarked in Section 3.1.2, our C IV column density
proﬁles show some differences from those previously reported,
such as the incidence of C IV absorbers out to and beyond 1 rvir.
Between the maximum impact parameter for a COS-Dwarfs
C IV detection (r = r0.66 vir) and the maximum they probed
(r = r1.33 vir), we report 2 out of a possible 19 C IV detections
( -+10 59%) compared to 0/11 in COS-Dwarfs ( -+0 08%), not a
statistically signiﬁcant difference. However, our covering
fraction is statistically nonzero with >99.7% conﬁdence. We
also note the differences in galaxy masses between this work
and COS-Dwarfs: our two detections in this impact parameter
range occur at r0.73 vir from a *M10
10.4 galaxy, which exceeds
the COS-Dwarfs target mass range, and at r1.27 vir from a
*M10
9.9 galaxy, similar to the highest-mass COS-Dwarfs
galaxies. A similar result to that of COS-Dwarfs was reported by
Liang & Chen (2014), who detect no C IV absorption at r > 0.7
rvir, but their galaxy sample has no imposed upper mass limit.
Our detection fractions at r < 0.6 rvir and those of Liang &
Chen (2014) are within the uncertainties of each other, but our
detections at r 1rvir are somewhat surprising given their lack
of detections beyond r > 0.7 rvir; this could be a result of small
number statistics and differences in our halo radius/rvir
deﬁnitions. This rarer high-ρ/rvir population of absorbers may
offer key insights into outﬂow and stripping mechanisms that
transport enriched gas out of galaxies and into the IGM.
Strong C IVabsorption is patchy in the CGM, as shown above
and also reported by Bordoloi et al. (2014), Borthakur et al.
(2013), and others. For star-forming galaxies alone, we only
detect C IVwithin 150 kpc of 5/17 galaxies. With a larger
sample, COS-Dwarfs ﬁnds a C IVcovering fraction that is ∼0.8
in the inner 50 kpc of star-forming galaxies but decreases to<0.2
in the outer 50 kpc of star-forming galaxies. This characteristic of
C IVabsorption contrasts with the behavior seen in another
strong-transition metal ion: O VI. The COS-Halos team ﬁnds
strong O VIto be nearly ubiquitous in the CGM of their star-
forming galaxy sample (Tumlinson et al. 2011). Their survey
targeted QSO sightlines out to 150 kpc of ~ *L galaxies with a
redshift distribution chosen to provide coverage of the
O VIλλ1032, 1028 doublet in the COS G130M grating.
We emphasize that O VIand C IVare generally not simulta-
neously covered by our observations except for a narrow swath
of redshift space, < <z0.11 0.16abs . The lower-redshift end of
O VIcoverage lies well beyond the cutoff for our low-z galaxy/
absorber sample chosen for completeness to faint dwarf galaxies.
Therefore, we are prevented from directly comparing the
C IVand O VIcharacteristics within our galaxy/absorber pairs.
We must thus rely on O VI studies for this analysis. Bordoloi
et al. (2014) suggest that the differences between observations of
C IVand O VImay be attributable to the masses of the target
galaxies (sub- *L and ~ *L for COS-Dwarfs and COS-Halos,
respectively). This conjecture appears to be supported by
Prochaska et al. (2011), who ﬁnd that the O VIcovering fraction
is higher within the virialized halos of > *L L0.1 galaxies than
for their dwarf galaxy counterparts ( < *L L0.1 ). This explana-
tion is also consistent with results from blind O VI surveys (e.g.,
Tripp et al. 2008), which typically ﬁnd much lower O VI column
densities than those measured in the COS-Halos survey. It is also
possible that the COS-Halos sample probes more rare luminous
galaxies that have unusually high quantities of O VI in their
halos. This as-yet-unexplored C IV–OVI overlap region at
>z 0.11 (at least in terms of HST/COS capability) holds great
promise for investigating the apparent discrepancy between the
proﬁles of these two ions around galaxies.
4.3. Group/Cluster Environments and the CGM
A novel facet of this work is the investigation of
environmental effects on the metal-enriched gas traced by
C IV. We have found an apparent suppression of circumgalactic
C IV absorbers within halos of = ~M Mlog 12 13halo , or
approximately the transition region where halos that typically
host isolated galaxies transition to hosting groups (Yang
et al. 2003). Oppenheimer et al. (2016) contend that the
prevalence of O VI and the correlation between sSFR and
N(O VI) found by COS-Halos can be attributed to the similarity
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between the virial temperature corresponding to dark matter
halos hosting *L galaxies and the peak temperature for O VI
abundances under collisional ionization.
The peak temperature for C IV due to collisional ionization
equilibrium occurs at ~105.1K (Verner et al. 1994; Gnat &
Sternberg 2007). Using the expression given by Oppenheimer
et al. (2016) for the virial temperature of a dark matter halo,
which they ﬁnd follows the typical gas temperature for halos in
their simulations, the peak temperature for C IV corresponds to
=M Mlog 11.1halo . We ﬁnd that the CGM C IV detection rate
increases sharply at – * =M Mlog 9.0 9.5 (see Figure 5), which
corresponds to halo masses of – =M Mlog 11.0 11.2halo from
halo abundance matching. Thus, the gas we observe via C IV
may in part be collisionally ionized. The simulations of Cen &
Chisari (2011) indicate that C IV absorbers are dominated by
photoionization after z=3, but some contribution of absorbers
with ( )N C IV = – -10 cm12 14 2 does arise from gas at tempera-
tures near ~105.1K.
However, it is also clear from Figure 5 that C IV absorption
persists when * >M M10.0 , which corresponds to
>M M11.5halo from halo abundance matching. The virial
temperatures of these halos well exceed the peak of the triply
ionized state of carbon, and this simple picture does not quite
reconcile the results of Sections 3.1.4 and 3.2. Section 3.2
shows that the C IV detection rate indeed declines just beyond
this halo mass, and H I persists beyond the halo mass range
where C IV is deﬁcient. The overdense region may simply
contain more gas, compensating for the lowered abundance of
the C IV ionization state when the dominant state has
transitioned to CV. Schaye et al. (2003) found that the
observed C IV at < <z1.8 4.1must arise from photoionization
based on CIII/C IV ratios. Unfortunately, we do not cover CIII
(l = 977r Å) for any of the galaxy/group–absorber pairs in
this study to use this diagnostic.
Lastly, we suggest that a galaxy’s CGM may well be affected
by its relationship to the encompassing group. The galaxy
associated with the one detection of C IV shown in Figure 7
where >M M12halo lies at >r r0.5 vir relative to the group
virial radius. No detection occurs for galaxies within
=r r0.5 vir(group) of halos with >M M12halo . In Figure 10,
we plot the halo mass of each galaxy/absorber from Figure 7
against the projected distance of the galaxy relative to the
associated group virial radius; the ﬁlled squares correspond to
C IV detections and the open squares to nondetections. This
representation of our data underscores that large regions of
parameter space pertaining to the CGM/environment connection
remain unexplored. Many points are clustered in the lower left of
this plot, and these largely correspond to isolated galaxies. If
larger samples ﬁlling in the large ( )r r groupgroup vir but high-
Mhalo regime reveal little C IV absorption, these galaxies’ CGM
may indeed be undergoing ram pressure or tidal stripping.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This work, Paper III of an ongoing program, presents initial
survey results employing public archival galaxy survey data
(SDSS, RC3, etc.), including spectroscopy and imaging,
covering ﬁelds around the QSO sightlines employed in our
blind C IV survey presented in Paper II. To achieve high
completeness to faint dwarf galaxies ( ~ *L L0.01 ), we limit
our analyses of individual galaxy–absorber associations
(Section 3.1) to z 0.015 based on the magnitude limit of
the SDSS spectroscopic data. Our C IV environment analysis
(Section 3.2) includes galaxies and absorbers to <z 0.055
building on the increased detection rate of C IV in the CGM of
* M M109.5 host galaxies.
We summarize our main results below:
1. Selecting individual galaxies that are associated with C IV
absorbers is generally ambiguous. We have selected
associated galaxies both based on their proper-distance
separations and in terms of their virial radii. For six of
nine of our blindly detected C IV absorbers at z 0.015,
these differing criteria yield associations with different
galaxies: the galaxies with the smallest proper-distance
impact parameters are dwarf galaxies, most with low
surface brightnesses.
2. When selecting galaxy/absorber associations by proper
distance, we ﬁnd galaxies at impact parameters
r < 200 kpc, with the exception of one galaxy/absorber
pair with r > 350 kpc. This large-ρ absorber also has a
velocity separation d >v 700 km s−1. In addition, we
observe a prevalence of H I out to 350 kpc; however, at
least half of the r > 300 kpc Lyα absorbers have low
column densities that are similar to those statistically
unassociated with galaxies. When selecting by virial
radius, three of nine C IV absorbers fall  r1 vir from any
galaxy detected.
3. We ﬁnd that galaxies with * >M M109.5 show a
signiﬁcantly greater C IV detection rate within 1 rvir than
galaxies of lower mass. This mass dependence does not
extend to H I, as high detection rates occur for H I within
1 rvir of galaxies with masses * <M M108 .
4. At <z 0.055, we do not detect C IV within 160 kpc of
any galaxy residing in an environment containing more
than seven  -19r galaxies within 1.5 Mpc, but we
ﬁnd a 57% detection rate within 160 kpc of galaxies when
six or fewer galaxies of this luminosity reside within
1.5 Mpc. It is unclear what mechanisms lead to the dearth
of C IV absorbers in the inner CGM in dense environ-
ments, but these regions are not devoid of gas, as we
detect H I independent of environment. When using
group halo masses rather than galaxy counts to quantify
the environments of these same galaxies, the C IV
detection rate falls to 0% at >M M10h 12.7 .
The data presented here highlight the close association
between galaxies and metal-enriched gas using a novel
combination of sensitivity to low-luminosity galaxies and
blindly discovered C IV absorbers. These ﬁndings emphasize
that the CGM is a key constituent in galaxy ecosystems,
reﬂecting the buildup of enriched material through mass
assembly while signifying the dependence of physical condi-
tions on large-scale environment.
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APPENDIX
Here we present maps of the galaxy populations around the
QSO sightlines employed in our galaxy environment/
Figure 11. Galaxy environments of the C IVdetections plotted in Figure 6. The crosses in the center of each map mark the QSO sightline, and the concentric circles
indicate impact parameters of 150, 500, 1000, and 1500 kpc. The sizes of the symbols depict the galaxy luminosities, and the color indicates the velocity offset from
the detected absorber as indicated by the color bar.
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absorber analysis. Figures 11–12 show the galaxies compos-
ing the environments that are plotted as individual points in
Figure 6; these maps reveal the contrast in galaxy density that
results in the differing detection rates of C IV absorption.
Figures 11–12 include only   -19r galaxies and there-
fore are not directly comparable to Figure 1, which uses no
minimum luminosity. For a different perspective, Figure 13
shows the galaxy impact parameters within 1.5 Mpc of the
QSO sightlines depicted in Figure 6. Here, the galaxy
overdensities in large-scale structures probed by the QSO
sightlines are conspicuous at various redshifts. The redshifts
of the r 160 kpc galaxies are marked with vertical solid
and dashed lines for C IV detections and nondetections,
respectively.
Figure 12. Same as Figure 11, but for C IVnondetections. The velocity offsets are calculated from the innermost galaxy.
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Figure 12. (Continued.)
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Figure 13. Impact parameter vs. redshift for galaxies within 1500 kpc of QSO sightlines represented in Figure 6 and with maps in Figures 11 and 12. Vertical lines
appear at redshifts where an  -19r galaxy falls within 160 kpc of the sightline; solid lines mark C IVdetections, and dashed lines mark C IVnondetections.
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Figure 13. (Continued.)
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